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About Roseland
The innovative farming complex Roseland 
in Konyovo, Bulgaria owns 0.7 ha of rose 
greenhouses, 0.3 ha of vegetable greenhouses 
and 2 ha of open fields with melons, 
watermelons and cabbage. The farm has 
integrated drip irrigation as well as greenhouse 
misting and ventilation, looking to achieve a 
more precise irrigation and fertigation and 
improved greenhouse microclimate.

All farming systems, however, require human 
resources and time to manage and control 
them. The problem became even more acute 
during the coronavirus crisis. Тhe owner 
of Roseland turned to ONDO to find a 
solution for easy and quick, including remote, 
management and control of all existing 
farming systems.

I am already convinced in the benefits and 
advantages of this type of farming automation. 

Until now we have integrated in our farm 
irrigation, misting, fans, but everything is 
working on its own and requires being handled 
on its own. ONDO turns everything into one 
algorithm that works together and can be 
monitored remotely, 24/7. This makes the 
entire process extremely precise! 

Petko Dinev, 
Owner of greenhouse complex Roseland
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With less effort and less human labor force, 
Roseland achieved an increased crop yield, 
in their first year of using ONDO. The team 
works more efficiently and has piece of 
mind, which is important for taking the right 
decisions during the work process.

The improved microclimate control in the 
greenhouses reduced the plant diseases, 
which had positive effect on the quantity
and quality of the produce.

Evaluation on the results achieved over the 
1st year showed up to 30% decreased use of 
expensive resources like energy, water and 
human staff. At the same time, the yield was 
increased with more than 20%!

Meeting similar challenges like Roseland? 
Get in touch with us at:

www.ondo.io | info@ondo.io

10 months
ROI:

One ONDO Solution for all 
plant growing processes

Awesome results within 
the very first year

ONDO recommended to Roseland the 
integration of ONDO LITE - a solution for 
midsize farmers seeking to automate their 
farms but managing and controlling a fairly 
small number of irrigation and fertigation 
valves and climate control units.

With ONDO LITE, Roseland can control , even 
remotely, the irrigation and fertigation with 
up to 30 different programs for each. It can 
also manage the vents, misting and circulation 
fans in the farm greenhouses. In addition, 
the customer has access to full historical 
data on all automated processes, receives 
failure alarms, may adapt the irrigation and 
fertigation in line with a 3-day weather 
forecast and more.

ONDO LITE is fully integrated with Roseland’s 
current infrastructure for irrigation, fertigation 
and climate control.
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